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ABSTRACT 
t 

A program is recommended for planning the maintenance of DOE nuclear facilities that will 
help safety and enhance availability throughout a facility's life cycle. While investigating 
the requirements for maintenance activities, a major difference was identified between the 
strategy suitable for a conventional power reactor and one for a research reactor facility: the 
latter should provide a high degree of predicted availability (referred to hereafter as 
"predictability") to its users, whereas the former should maximize total energy production. 
These differing operating goals necessitate different maintenance strategies. A strategy for 
scheduling research reactor facility operation and shutdown for maintenance must balance 
safety, reliability, and predicted availability. The approach developed here is based on 
three major elements: (1) a probabilistic risk analysis of the balance between assured 
reliability and predictability (presented in Appendix C), (2) an assessment of the safety and 
operational impact of maintenance activities applied to various components of the facility, 
and (3) a data base of historical and operational information on the performance and 
requirements for maintenance of various components. These factors are integrated into a 
set of guidelines for designing a new highly maintainable facility, for preparing flexible 
schedules for improved maintenance of existing facilities, and for anticipating the 
maintenance required to extend the life of an aging facility. Although tailored to research 
reactor facilities, the methodology has broader applicability and may therefore be used to 
improve the maintenance of power reactors, particularly in anticipation of peak load 
demands. 



1 . EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A primary purpose for DOE nuclear reactor facilities is to provide neutron and gamma 
irradiation sources or environments for use by scientific programs. Therefore the operation 
of such facilities differs significantly from the operation of commercial nuclear power 
plants. This supplemental guidance identifies the special consideration needed to deliver 
predictability for a reactor that must accommodate many "one of a kind" experiments; for 
example, the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) facility expects to have over a 1000 "small 
science" users annually and will have about 50 neutron beam stations. 

The objective of this study is to develop a dynamic maintenance management program that 
will improve safety, provide predictability,1 and extend the life of DOE's nuclear research 
reactors. To assure that facility safety is not compromised, it heads the list of the various 
objectives. The emphasis among these areas is dominated by DOE's challenging 
requirements for predictable performance from its research reactors, such as the 90% 
predictability goal established for the ANS. Achieving predictable facility performance is 
recognized as the major challenge in optimal scheduling of maintenance activities. Life 
extension is incorporated in these objectives to assure that maintenance activities extend 
rather than compromise a facility's anticipated life. 

Assurance of facility safety is to be achieved by the maintenance program, using guidelines 
presented in existing DOE orders, supplemented by improved plant condition monitoring, 
failure analysis prediction, and data management. 

Achieving the goal of predictability will provide a high probability that a facility such as 
ANS will actually be available to customers at the time(s) previously scheduled, i.e., 
without schedular delays or disruption by unanticipated events. Existing program 
requirements, documents, and various maintenance concepts were found to be adequate to 
assure safety and life extension, but it was felt that additional attention should be given to 
defining methods for improving predictability. The ANS project was selected as the 
primary application for these innovative maintenance procedures, as it provides a unique 
opportunity to initiate the maintenance planning during the design phase of a reactor 
facility. The ANS project is designing the plant and, as stated above, has established a goal 
to deliver 90% predictability. Lessons learned and operating experience gained from 
ORNL's High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), plus reports of France's Institute 
Laue-Langevin (ILL) reactor operating history, provide some indication of the feasibility of 
delivering this desired 90% predictability performance. 

Three factors were identified as critical to maintenance approaches that will improve 
predictability: (1) flexibility in scheduling the plant's maintenance activities, (2) more and 
better monitoring of plant conditions, and (3) use of better probabilistic analytical tools for 
scheduling experiments and shutdown periods. 

The scheduling methodology described here endeavors to (a) provide a flexible framework 
within which to apply advanced PRA-based maintenance techniques, (b) outline a generic 
approach applicable to research reactor facilities, and (c) go a step beyond maintenance, 
safety and conventional availability considerations in order to integrate user-demand into a 

1 See Section 2, "Definitions," for the precise meaning of this term. 
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dynamic, adaptive maintenance/user schedule that is continually adapted to changing 
conditions of the plant and the demands being placed on i t 

The monitoring objective of the maintenance approach is to extract trending and diagnostics 
information from the plant component/system monitoring data. Designing for effective 
maintenance must include the following aspects: (a) a systematic identification of critical 
components that require continuous or periodic monitoring, (b) a systematic evaluation of 
instrument placement strategy for both predictive maintenance (PdM) and facility 
monitoring, (c) establishment of a database that would contain maintenance history, 
records of chronic problems with plant components and subsystems, equipment 
replacement records, manufacturer and vendor data, and other information that is relevant 
to plant operation and availability. 

Probabilistic risk analysis tools are to be used to select particular time periods for 
scheduling preventive or predictive maintenance activities so as to assure a high probability 
of facility safety, a low probability of unscheduled outage, a minimum of interference with 
user schedules, and optimal replacement of fuel and disposable components. These 
analyses will lead to a flexible schedule of accelerated or deferred maintenance activities 
necessary to meet predictability goals. This approach for using PRA in maintenance 
scheduling is developed in Appendix C. 

The physical and neutronic demands being placed on the ANS exceed those of almost all 
existing reactors and may later require revision of the intended maintenance activities to 
operate within these requirements. Clearly, the designers and operators of ANS may 
benefit from "smart," dynamic surveillance techniques and maintenance procedures that 
inherently evolve with the plant, maintain required safety margins, and assure expected 
plant availability. In addition to safety and the conventional concept of availability, this 
facility has the additional operating goal of providing services to users on a predetermined 
timetable for such things as small-angle scattering experiments, isotope generation, etc. 

The designers and operators of ANS therefore have need of a dynamic maintenance 
program that is adaptive and flexible, one that will optimize the safety, availability, cost, 
and life cycle capabilities of this DOE facility. The guidance provided in this report, while 
challenging in its employment, could help provide the level of performance required of the 
ANS. The results of this study lead to the following recommendations, which are expanded 
in the Recommendations section of the report: 

1. Employ a dynamic, PRA-based, risk analysis approach to the maintenance and user 
scheduling process. 

2. Assess the plant components, systems, and structures for their impacts upon safety 
and reliability. Identify new or modified components. Identify particular 
maintenance requirements for these components. Maintain this list as plant 
improvements are made. 

3. Provide an assessment of available physical and personnel resources, and a 
cost/benefit analysis for maintenance planning. Update these analyses frequently 
throughout the facility's life cycle. 

4. Insist on component modularity and include performance monitoring equipment in 
the original plant design. 
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5. Use computer simulation (a) to guide a more detailed pilot study of implementation 
of a computerized PRA for an existing or proposed facility, and (b) to generate a 
template for the operating history, component degradation and failure records, and 
user demand for the facility to which the PRA applies. 

Although this work specifically addresses maintenance of research reactor facilities such as 
the ANS, much of what is developed here may also be useful in improving maintenance at 
nuclear power plants which need to schedule operation to meet peak load demands or 
coordinate maintenance shutdowns among several units. 

2 . DEFINITIONS 

Availability 

Global Availability (GA1: defined as the number of full power days (FPD) of operation 
achieved during a one-year period, divided by the number of days in a year: 

GA = FPD/365. 

Planned Operating Days (PODs): defined as the particular days in a given time period 
when the facility is planned to operate. The maximum number of PODs cannot exceed the 
number of days in a year (365) less the number of days required for refueling (RFD), 
planned maintenance days (PMD), and annualized planned replacement days (PRD), that 
is, 

POD< 365 -RFD-PMD-PRD. 

Predictability 

Predictability (P): defined as the number of scheduled FPD actually realized during a 
year of facility operation divided by the total number of FPD scheduled in advance for that 
year: 

P = Scheduled FPD Achieved/ Scheduled FPD. 

As an example, using the proposed operation/maintenance schedule for the ANS: An 
annualized 39 days each year are planned for replacement of major components and 15 
days are planned for scheduled maintenance, leaving 311 days for expected operation: 

3 6 5 - 3 9 - 1 5 = 311 days. 

Those 311 days allow 14 complete operational cycles with each cycle consisting of 
seventeen (17) full power days operating followed by four (4) days of refueling, or a total 
of 294 days. The remaining 17 days (311-294) could be scheduled as 17 operating days 
without refueling, or as 13 days of operating plus 4 days of refueling (a short cycle), or as 
additional maintenance or replacement days. Hence the anticipated number of planned 
operating days (POD) is 238: 

17 days x 14 cycles = 238 POD (anticipated). 
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The ANS project requires that a minimum of 220 POD be scheduled each year, with a goal 
of 270 days, which would require giving up some maintenance or replacement days. In 
effect, this requirement avoids the situation where only a few days are scheduled and met 

If each of the 238 possible POD are scheduled for operation on specific days during the 
coming year, and the facility actually produces neutrons on those particular days, the 
predictability of the facility would be 100%. For the ANS, it is required that the 
predictability be >85% of the required 220 POD. 

3 . OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this study are to identify and describe specific maintenance actions that 

1. help assure the safety of Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear reactor facilities, 

2. improve their predictability, wiui particular attention to scheduled user demand, and 

3. extend their life. 

These objectives are to be achieved by employing a plan that predicts and schedules 
maintenance activities in a manner that enhances facility safety, reduces risk of 
unanticipated outage to an acceptable level, provides a minimum of 85% facility 
predictability to the scheduled users at the scheduled time, and supports operation of the 
facility throughout and beyond its entire design life. 

In these discussions "predictability" specifies those operating days that are spent on 
producing neutrons (or conducting experiments) exactly when they were scheduled to be 
produced (or conducted). Therefore, a premium is placed on strict adherence to a 
predetermined schedule as well as to provide as many operating days as possible. 

The plant's predictability was singled out for special study due to DOE's high expectations 
in this area, as indicated by the 85% predictability requirement called for in the ANS 
design specifications. In light of ANS's twenty-one day power cycle, the predictability 
history of ORNL's HFIR and that of Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) reactor, the 90% goal 
presents a serious challenge. 

4. BACKGROUND 
Maintenance Plans 

Each DOE research reactor facility must have maintenance plans that satisfy the dictates of 
its contractual obligations. These plans are developed in accordance with the program's 
maintenance strategy, and in compliance with regulatory guides/directives to assure that the 
operation of the plant is safe and economical. Traditionally, generation of maintenance 
plans for nuclear facilities has been performed at or near the plant startup, usually by 
adopting maintenance plans used for previous facilities and by relying on scheduled 
maintenance. The maintenance plan that complies with requirements and is suited to the 
plant's condition early in life often creates problems that are caused by misapplied 
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maintenance and soon becomes obsolete due to changing plant conditions over time. The 
maintenance plan proposed in this report seeks to avoid unnecessary maintenance and to 
adopt a dynamic maintenance plan. The results of this task are not intended to change or 
replace any contractual or compliance requirements for these maintenance plans, but rather, 
they are expected to provide information that will supplement the project's guidance for 
development of its maintenance plans. It is intended that this additional guidance will help 
DOE and the facility's management to plan and implement changes that will further assure 
safety and improve the reactor's predictability. 

Other Reactor Experience 

Summary of HfrlK Availability. Predictability, and Maintenance 

The HFIR is used for production of heavy isotopes, materials irradiation, and neutron 
scattering research. It began power operation in 1966 and has an operating strategy of 
maximum availability. Figure 1 shows HFIR availability for various operating periods. 
These values were calculated from HFIR records for each reactor core burned in the 
facility. 

From October 1966 to November 1986 (1967-1987), HFIR achieved an impressive 
availability of 85%, shown as the left-most bar in Figure 1. The maximum possible 
availability for HFIR is estimated to be 92%, based on an average core life of 21.9 days 
and minimum refueling time of about two days. Thus, during its first 20 years of 
operation, HFIR availability was maintained within 7% of its maximum possible value, 
while operating at 100 MW full power. 

From November 1986 to May 1990, the facility was shut down because of safety concerns 
associated with radiation-induced embrittlement of the pressure vessel.2 Power operation 
was resumed in May 1990 at 85 MW, rather than the original value of 100 MW, and the 
average availability since that time has been about 57 %, shown as the second bar in 
Figure 1 (1990-1994). 

HFIR availability during power operation (October 1966 to November 1986 and May 
1990 to April 1994) averaged 80%, as shown in the middle bar in Figure 1, designated as 
the "Power Years" (eliminating a long shutdown during 1986-1990). Its availability since 
the start of power operation (October 1966 to April 1994) has been 70%, as shown in the 
fourth bar of Figure 1. The average availability since initial criticality in January 1966 
(1966-1994) is 69%, including the safety shutdown period. 

2 G. F. Flanagan, et al., Risk and Safety Analysis in Support of the Operation at 
the High Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak Ridge, international Atomic Energy Agency 
Symposium on Research Reactor Safety, Operations, and Modifications, 23-27 October 
1989, IAEA-SM-310. 
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Figure 1. HFIR Availability for Various Time Periods. 

The predictive availability, or predictability, of the HFIR facility was recently studied by 
the HFIR staff with the aid of a subcontractors. Their paper defined predictability as: 

Predictability = Time at power when scheduled / Total time scheduled to be at power 

Thus, predictability measures success in operating the reactor exactly as scheduled in 
advance on a yearly basis. Note that no credit is given for power operation on days for 
which power operation had not been scheduled. 

One result of this study is that availability and predictability are numerically about the same 
for HFIR-type operation. Several curves in the paper illustrate this conclusion. A second, 
rather obvious result is that the more often the schedule is updated, the higher the 
predictability becomes with respect to availability. For HFIR, achieving a planned 
scheduled is secondary to achieving maximum availability, since the primary function of 

3 Larry Merryman, Eric Ballon, and Bob Christie, Predictability vs. Availability at 
the High Flux Isotope Reactor, International Conference Devoted to the Advancement of 
System-Based Methods for the Design and Operation of Technological Systems and 
Processes, March 20-24,1994, San Diego, California. 
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the facility is isotope production. Thus, consistent with its primary mission, predictability 
has not been emphasized by HFIR. 

The relationship between predictability and availability for HFIR is consistent with 
theoretical considerations. Let P(a) be the probability that event "a" will occur and P(a/s) 
be the probability that event "a" will occur given that event "s" has occurred. Then 
predictability, in terms of probabilities, can be expressed as: 

P = P(a/s) (1) 

where "s" is the event that the reactor is scheduled to be on, and "a" is the event that the 
reactor is actually on. Or, P(als) is the probability that the reactor is operating given that it is 
scheduled to be operating. 

A useful relationship from probability theory exists between this conditional probability and 
the probability that both "a" and "s" will occur. Thus, if P(a,s) is the probability that 
event "a" and "s" will occur, then P(a,s) = P(s)*P(a/s) . Using this relationship, we can 
express the predictability as 

P = P(a/S) = P(a,s) / P(s). (2) 

Now, if the planned schedule and the actual schedule are independent events (an extreme 
case); then, again from probability theory, P(a,s) = P(a)*P(s). Substituting this 
expression into equation (2) yields: 

P = P(a) = A = global availability. (3) 

The above is a reasonable approximation for cases, such as HFIR, where the predicted 
schedule is only an estimate or guide, and the operating strategy is to have the greatest 
energy production (commercial plants) or fluence (isotope production) at any time. The 
above expression can be considered an average lower bound on predictability for situations 
where availability is stressed and predictability is not. 

A Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) program was initiated at HFIR in August 
1992.4 The purpose of this program is to improve overall plant performance by monitoring 
selected, critical components to determine their impacts on reactor availability and safety. 
The first step in the process was to identify the critical components. This was done 
through review of reactor performance using selection criteria. Critical components are 
those that had: (1) a substantial impact on time spent at power, (2) a substantial impact on 
the HFIR maintenance workload during a recent four-year period; (3) a safety significance; 
(4) delayed refueling or caused a longer outage than planned during this same four-year 
period; or, (5) caused a significant operational problem. About 50 normally running 
components and about 30 standby components were selected using the above criteria. 
These critical components are tabulated in the report. Normally running components in 
this list included primary, secondary, and cleanup pumps; primary heat exchangers; fans 

4 Draft report from Bob Christie, Reliability Consultant, Reliability and 
Performance Associates (RAPA), Knoxville, Tennessee, Reliability-Centered Maintenance 
Equipment Data Base for the High Flux Isotope Reactor, September 21,1993, Report 
Prepared for HFIR by Reliability and Performance Associates, Knoxville, Tennessee. 
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used in building exhaust and off-gas systems; selected valves; and selected instrumentation. 
Prominent among the standby components were emergency diesel generators, auxiliary 
emergency power generators, batteries, and valves. Information collected for these 
components are being used to generate reliability/availability models to aid in facility 
operation. 

Summary of ILL Availability. Predictability, and Maintenance 

The Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) research facility began operation in 19735. The primary 
focus of ILL is to provide neutron beams for scattering experiments. The operating 
strategy of ILL was established in 1975 after two years of operation. This strategy stresses 
high predictability and the capability to extend an operating cycle to recover lost power-
days. The core life is 44 days and 12 days are allowed for refueling, even though the 
minimum refueling time is about 4 days.6 About 6 cycles are scheduled each year, and a 
one-month facility shutdown for maintenance is often scheduled around October. 

The following table lists several ILL parameters associated with operation for about 20 
years. The material in this table was generated using tabulations and summary-of-
operations information contained in ILL's annual reports. Most notable is the predictability 
value of 89% achieved for this extended time period. For three of these years (1980,1986, 
and 1987) a predictability of 100% was achieved! 

Operation is planned near the beginning of the calendar year and a careful accounting of 
operation achieved vs. operation scheduled is tabulated at the end of the year. Scheduled 
operating days each year have averaged 237, which is close to the stated optimum of 264 
(6 x 44). As summarized below, some of these unscheduled days were used for facility 
upgrades. 

ILL operates so that predictability is optimized. The average scheduled global availability 
has been about 65% even though, by our calculations, the maximum availability is 
significandy higher; in the range of 85% to 90%. This "cushion" in the planned schedule 
probably contributes to high predictability. From 1973, when power operation began, to 
1992 an average availability of about 60% was achieved. Over this same time period, 
unanticipated unavailability was only 10%. 

[In response to a reviewer's (JAM) comments, it is apparent that there is a possible trade
off between availability and predictability and that an analysis might be developed to 
optimize this trade-off. This seems to be an idea worth pursuing during the requirements 
definition phase of the project, but once the minimum number of scheduled planned 
operating days (220 POD for ANS) and the minimum acceptable predictability (85% for 
ANS) has been established, meeting those two goals becomes an obligation of the facility's 
operators, and allows enough lattitude to meet both requirements. The ILL experience 
indicates that the ANS requirements should be achievable.] 

5 Annual Reports have been published by ILL each year since operation began. 
These are published under the title, Annual Report 19xx. (the year of the report is included 
in the title), Institut Max Von Laue-Paul Langevin, Grenoble, France, ILL.RA. 19xx. 

6 Personal communication, John Hayter, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
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A plot of ILL availability and predictability vs. years of operation is shown in Figure 2. 
Also shown is a model estimate of the predictability of ILL based on its global availability. 

Table 1. 

ILL OPERATING PARAMETER: YEARLY AVERAGE FROM 1973 TO 1992 

Planned Operating Days 
Actual Operating Days 
Global Availability Planned 
Global Availability Achieved 
Days not Operating when Planned 
Predictability 
Planned Major Maintenance Days 

237.11 
218.84 

65% 
60% 

25.44 
89% 

57.66 
Actual Major Maintenance Days 
Number of Unscheduled Shutdowns 

50.13 
10.21 

Shutdowns with Xenon Poisoning Extension 
Days Lost to Xenon Poisoning 
Days at Partial Power 

2.53 
5 

8.43 
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Figure 2. Predictability of ILL. 

The model estimate was based on the operating strategy for the facility. If we assume that 
operation occurs only when planned, then: 

A<S 

where S = the planned global availability, and A = the actual global availability 
From equation (1) above 

(4) 

P = P(a/s). (5) 
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A more useful expression for predictability, in this case, is 

P = l - P ( n a / s ) (6) 

where, by definition, P(nals) is the probability that the reactor is noj operating when 
scheduled to be operating. Other terms for P(na/s) are unanticipated unavailability or 
spurious failure probability. The ILL operating strategy is to make this term as small as 
possible, thereby making predictability as large as possible. 

An approximation forP(na/s) is possible. If one stresses matching the actual schedule to 
the planned schedule and operates such that actual availability is always less than planned 
availability, then an estimate for P(nals) is: 

Thus 

or, 

P(na/s) = (S - A) / S forA< S; S > 0 . (7) 

P = 1 -(S-A)/S (8) 

P = A / S forA< S> 0. (9) 

This simple expression does not include the intuitive rules that: (1) to keep predictability 
high, one should have a high probability of always starting a cycle on time; and, (2) if the 
schedule has slack for recovery from spurious failures, then predictability can be high even 
if availability is relatively low. 

By combining the previous derivations with the above estimate, a range for predictability is 
obtained which covers a wide range of operating strategies: 

A « P « ( A / S ) (10) 

Operation and maintenance experience at the ILL facility is summarized below from the 
perspective of identifying major causes for loss of predictability and availability. 

Several failures in the main coolant pumps occurred, mainly during the first few 
years of operation. The cause was overheating of the pump bearings. This 
required operation at reduced power due to the reduced primary-system cooling 
capacity. The problem was solved by more frequent maintenance and replacement 
of the pump systems. 

• An average of 10 unscheduled scrams per year have occurred; however, the number 
each year has decreased with operating experience. A large fraction of these 
scrams were due to relatively unreliable off-site power, particularly during 
thunderstorms. Sensitivity to loss of off-site power was alleviated somewhat in 
1981 when the duration of a loss which could be accommodated without reactor 
scram was increased from 0.5 seconds to 1.5 seconds. 
During the first few years of power operation, a significant fraction of the scrams 
were due to unnecessary safety-circuit actions during startup; these were 
subsequently reduced. In about half of the unscheduled scrams, power level could 
be restored quickly before the buildup of xenon prevented recriticality. For the 
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remainder, the reactor was down for about 4 days until xenon decay allowed 
restart. If die unscheduled scram occurred after the 30th day of power operation, 
the cycle was terminated, since there was not enough reactivity to continue the 
cycle. The reactor could subsequently be restarted without significant loss in 
predictability. 

• In 1983, five beam tube liners were replaced during an extended shutdown of about 
7 months. Leakage of coolant through the beam tube liners had been detected prior 
to this time and had resulted in noticeable loss of availability. 

Replacement of reactor system components due to radiation damage occurred in 
1984 after 13 years of ILL operation. This replacement occurred over about a nine-
month period. It is not clear if all this time was required for the replacement, since 
other repair and maintenance activities were also done during this shutdown. 

• In 1987 and 1988, a significant upgrade in the cold source facility was 
accomplished. A vertical cold source was added and the horizontal cold source 
was significantly improved. These operations required several months to 
accomplish. 

• In 1988, a limit in the supply of new fuel elements caused about 2 months loss in 
operation. This problem was corrected the following year. 

• In 1990, it was discovered that the reactor had inadvertendy been operated at about 
10% above rated power since the start of operation. The safety authorities required 
shutdown for about 3 months while this situation was investigated and resolved to 
their satisfaction. 

• In 1991, cracks were discovered in reactor components during a routine inspection. 
Due to the importance to safety of these components and the unexpected nature of 
the cracks, the facility was shut down. Facility operation is anticipated to resume 
soon. 

Standards 

Four standards have been adopted within the past year tiiat provide "good practices" for 
maintenance activities in DOE nuclear facilities and for meeting the requirements of DOE 
Order 4330.4A, "Maintenance Management Program," Chapter II, Elements 6,1,4, and 7 
respectively. They are: 

DOE-STD-1050-93, "Guideline to Good Practices for Planning, Scheduling, and 
Coordination of Maintenance at DOE Nuclear Facilities," (March 1993) 

DOE-STD-1051-93, "Guideline to Good Practices for Maintenance Organization 
and Administration at DOE Nuclear Facilities," (March 1993) 

DOE-STD-1052-93, "Guideline to Good Practices for Types of Maintenance 
Activities at DOE Nuclear Facilities," (March 1993) 

DOE-STD-1053-93, "Guideline to Good Practices for Control of Maintenance 
Activities at DOE Nuclear Facilities," (March 1993) 
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These excellent guidelines provide details on the conduct of maintenance operations and 
identify planned, periodic, preventive, and predictive maintenance approaches, but 
apparently do not address the impact of predictability on maintenance planning for a nuclear 
reactor irradiation facility such as the ANS or the HF1R, nor are probabilistic methods 
identified that could be used to prioritize maintenance decisions. They also do not treat the 
features of plant design and component modularization that could expedite maintenance 
operations. DOE-STD-1052 does provide good directions for implementing a preventive 
maintenance program (% 3.4.3) and for a predictive maintenance program (f 3.4.4). The 
present work (ORN1/TM-12701) provides some useful additions to the existing DOE 
Guidelines. 

5 . GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This study is focused on the maintenance requirements for the ANS, since it is the obvious 
opportunity to institute a maintenance program during the design phase of a nuclear facility. 
When the inevitable problems develop during the start-up and initial operation of ANS, 
changes will be made to accommodate and/or solve the problems. The solutions will take 
many forms but will never be permitted to compromise the safety of the public or operating 
personnel. Therefore, it may be difficult to find approaches that do not significandy impact 
cost, schedules, and plant availability. Funding constraints may leave facility management 
with the necessity of absorbing the changes in schedule and plant availability, which could 
challenge the program's ability to meet its 90% predictability goal. 

Dynamic Maintenance: A modified maintenance plan should anticipate changes in 
maintenance requirements that result from: (a) failures during break-in of new components 
or designs, (b) changes in mission over the life of the facility; (c) obsolescence and 
unavailability of replacement components; (d) changes in codes and regulations; (e) 
operational experience; (f) fluence-induced changes in material properties; (g) mechanical 
wear out; and (h) process cycling, and (i) aging. These factors are all part of the dynamic 
time-related dimensions of the life cycle maintenance and operation of the facility. 

• In the near-term (i.e., at the beginning of plant operation) the dynamic maintenance 
strategy should be predictive and preventive rather than simply schedular. It should 
utilize in-service inspection and diagnostic functions to indicate new requirements 
for maintenance that will help to avoid unnecessary shutdowns. 

• In the mid-term, the strategy should include modification of the maintenance plan to 
reflect actual and similar plant experience, and be adaptable to new requirements 
dictated by changes in the facility mission or operational modes. 

In the long-term (i.e., as the plant approaches the end of its design life) the 
maintenance strategy should accelerate the frequency of monitoring actions in 
anticipation of component, structures, materials, and system end-of-life conditions. 

[Additional considerations posed by a reviewer (JAM): The facility "design life" is based 
on the expected life of major components, whose replacement is impossible or would be 
too costly. Thus more frequent and closer component-condition monitoring is clearly 
justified towards the end of the component design life which corresponds with the end of 
the facility life. This principle should be applied to the monitoring of all components in the 
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facility, provided that the closer monitoring is cost effective, i.e., it results in a net 
reduction of operating and maintenance (O/M) costs.] 

Design Provisions: To improve its effectiveness in anticipating the mid- and long-term 
maintenance requirements, the maintenance strategy should be developed while the plant is 
being designed. This preplanning should help assure that provisions for changes are 
anticipated and included in the construction of the plant. The design of the facility should 
provide operational flexibility, space to accommodate changes, control and data capacity, 
and other features that will permit transitions to other plant missions. Components and 
systems should be designed to circumvent obsolescence by specifying generic properties 
that will accommodate new technologies or new materials. 

[ Additional reviewer's (JAM) comments: It is unlikely that the plant designers will 
provide gratis the provisions mat anticipate changes in the operational requirements. These 
features should then be made a part of the plant requirements imposed on the designers. 
Justification for adding these requirements must be based on a favorable cost-benefit 
analysis that minimizes initial plant construction costs and long-term O/M costs.] 

Modularization: A strategy for maintaining adequate spare parts inventory should be 
coupled with a plan for modularization of plant components so that they can be maintained 
off line, and with provisions for upgrading and improving the plant's safety and 
performance. These may appear to be conflicting objectives; however, they can be more 
easily reconciled in the initial design of the plant rather than later, after major investment of 
time and resources have been expended. 

[Reviewer's (JAM) comments: Provisions of modularization in the initial design may be 
justified if modularization can be shown to be cost effective in reducing O/M costs, 
reducing reactor down time, providing for off-line repair, facilitating upgrades and 
modernization, and reducing inventories of spares.] 

Data Base: An effective maintenance operation must be supported with adequate 
information and an experience data base that is user friendly for the facility operators and its 
engineering staff. This data base should include: (a) plant design requirements; (b) 
rationale for selecting certain design features; (c) safety analyses of the plant; (d) specific 
details of the as-built construction of the plant, its operation, and its maintenance records; 
(e) manufacturer's tests and analyses of the predicted performance and aging of plant 
components; (f) information on component and system actual behavior from other 
installations; (g) data collected from on-line monitoring, diagnostics, and in-service 
inspection of plant systems; and (h) failure and trending analysis of plant systems. This 
data base should then be used to predict and plan effective maintenance operations that 
support the goals of safety and predictability for the facility. 

Training: Maintenance personnel must be trained and supported by information generated 
in the initial design process, and must follow procedures that will be modified as the 
maintenance needs of the plant change. This dynamic maintenance function can be 
managed by providing maintenance guides in electronic form with an updating system that 
uses information in the maintenance data base. An interactive association between the 
engineer and the technician should be encouraged and supported. Portable electronic 
guides and record-keeping capabilities can be provided to the technicians. Results can then 
be recovered and interpreted by the maintenance engineer. 
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Safety: The safety goal of a DOE nuclear facility includes protection of the public, the 
facility personnel, and the plant investment throughout construction, operation, and 
shutdown of the facility. Also, during unanticipated changes in mission and operational 
requirements that occur as the plant ages, a well considered maintenance program is an 
essential ingredient in the plant operator's program to assure safety. 

6 . PROPOSED APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 

A primary purpose for DOE nuclear reactor facilities is to provide neutron and gamma 
irradiation sources or environments for use by scientific programs. Therefore their 
operations differ significandy from the operations of commercial nuclear power plants. 
This supplemental guidance recognizes these differences and the continuing need to provide 
safety for the public and the operators. It also identifies the special consideration needed to 
deliver predictability for a reactor that must accommodate many "one of a kind" 
experiments (for example, ANS expects to have over a 1000 "small science" users annually 
and will have about 50 neutron beam stations). 

The approach proposed by this study recommends using the existing maintenance plans, 
scheduling systems, probability risk analyses, and failure mode analyses as inputs for three 
evaluations. These evaluations are to focus on the development of (1) features to be 
incorporated in the plant design that will enhance maintenance operations and improve 
scheduling quality; (2) improvements in the maintenance plans and procedures; and (3) 
modifications of the scheduling system to increase the use of probability risk analyses and 
failure mode analyses. It is expected that these evaluations will lead to improved 
maintenance plans and the modification of maintenance schedules in ways that will improve 
both safety and predictability. This process is depicted in the diagram shown in Figure 3. 

Effort should be devoted to the identification of design features that will improve the 
flexibility of the maintenance operations and assure space for the use of new monitoring 
instrumentation. Additional monitoring instrumentation is recommended to assure that the 
PRA and FMA are based on complete and accurate plant performance information. The 
plant's maintenance plans and procedures should be examined periodically to assure that 
they incorporate the latest maintenance concepts and techniques. These approaches are 
summarized in section 6.1 and described in more detail in Appendix A. A survey of 
various applicable maintenance approaches was conducted, is summarized in section 6.2, 
and in Appendix B. Preliminary work was performed to assess the merits of developing a 
new approach for scheduling maintenance operations based on more extensive use of 
PRA's and FMA's. An outline of this new scheduling system that takes full advantage of 
the maintenance flexibility provided in the design, the use of advanced maintenance 
concepts, and currently updated PRA's and FMA's is discussed in section 6.3 and in 
Appendix C. 
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6.1 DESIGN FEATURES TO IMPROVE MAINTAINABILITY 

Design reviews should be conducted with the express purpose of identifying cost-effective 
ways to improve the reactor's maintainability. Design reviews conducted as a normal part 
of the initial design process should have segments that focus on the incorporation of 
features specifically aimed at improving the plant's predictability. The following features 
were identified as generic and important for ease of maintenance: 

• Maximum use of tiered modular design. Such an approach will enhance the 
maintenance staffs ability to replace small subassemblies and avoid in-place repair 
that have significant impacts on the schedule. The subassemblies can be repaired in 
the maintenance shop without impacting the operating schedule. 

• Consideration of the cost effectiveness of installed spares and hot switching 
strategies for maintenance of some systems. 

• The incorporation of ample space in the plant design to provide access for fast 
replacement of subassemblies. 

• The incorporation of ample space in the plant design to add new instrumentation 
found to be important during the first few years of operation. Space must also be 
available if the plant is to be in a position to incorporate advanced instruments and 
systems as they become available. 

• The equipment and building arrangement should likewise anticipate the need of new 
maintenance equipment and, in particular, telerobotic systems to meet ALARA and 
predictability goals. It is important to provide space for mobility; wall and roof 
attachments; services (e.g., electric and pneumatic power, computer/data networks, 
etc.), and to allow for expansion of data aquisition and processing networks and 
systems. 

Periodic reviews should be conducted to assess the needs of the maintenance staff and the 
merits of incorporating additional design features that will improve their operations. After 
the first few years of operation, there should be a conscious effort to define how the space 
in and around the components can be used to improve the predictability. 

6.2 UTILIZATION OF NEW MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS: 

A survey of the current literature on the concepts available for use by maintenance 
organizations indicates the following issues should be considered in the design of a new 
facility for effective maintenance during its life: 

• A systematic identification of critical components that require continuous 
monitoring. Their availability is essential to the predictability of the facility. 
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) or an equivalent approach may be applied 
to achieve this goal. 

• A systematic evaluation of instrument placement strategy for both predictability 
maintenance and plant monitoring. The choice of smart sensors and intelligent 
machinery should be reviewed. 
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• Establishment of a database that would contain maintenance history, dynamic data, 
records of sustained problems in certain plant components and subsystems, 
equipment replacement records, manufacturer and vendor data, and other 
information that is relevant to plant operation. 

• A computer-based diagnostic and interpretive system that will use the information 
in the database to provide guidance for operation and maintenance of the facility. 

Such a program is evolutionary in nature and must be allowed to change as increased plant 
operating experience is accumulated. Advanced and effective information processing 
techniques are now available for establishing an economical maintenance program for 
rotating machinery, instrument channels, electrical components and systems, lubrication oil 
systems, actuator systems, heat exchangers, and many others. The use of nondestructive 
examination for in-service inspection is becoming a standard practice for certain nuclear 
plant components. 

The overall purpose of the work described here is to define and elaborate on a maintenance 
strategy that will maximize the predictability of DOE research reactors without 
compromising their safety. 

The anticipated strategy will call for a flexible maintenance program that includes the 
essential maintenance tasks while incorporating features of a condition-based maintenance 
philosophy wherever possible. To accomplish this end the instrumentation incorporated in 
the facility must be extensive and capable of delivering ample real-time data during all 
operating periods. 

It is anticipated that diagnostic information will be gathered during each power cycle from 
the permanent in-reactor instrumentation and from the test assembly instrumentation. This 
information will guide the updating of maintenance plans for implementation during every 
refueling period and/or planned retrofit period. 

For a new facility the establishment of a maintenance schedule is necessarily based upon 
equipment manufacturers' recommendations and/or performance records from similar 
components in other facilities. After the plant goes into service, this initial schedule may 
need modification if actual component life differs significantly from expected. Facility 
owners and managers may benefit from smart, dynamic surveillance techniques and 
maintenance procedures that inherently evolve with the plant and maintain required safety 
margins and assure expected plant availability. 

Operators of commercial plants are giving increasing attention to enhanced maintenance 
approaches such as the use of probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) to quantify safety and 
availability risks as a guide to maintenance. Research reactor facilities commonly have an 
additional operating goal of providing services to users on a predetermined timetable for 
small-angle scattering experiments, isotope generation, etc. The methodology described 
here endeavors to (a) provide a flexible framework within which to apply PRA-based 
maintenance techniques, (b) outline a generic approach applicable to research reactor 
facilities, and (c) go a step beyond maintenance, safety and conventional availability 
considerations in order to integrate user demand into a dynamic, adaptive maintenance/user 
schedule that is continuously tuned to changing conditions of the plant and the demands 
placed on i t 
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[It was pointed out by one of the peer reviewers (RLC) of this report that the addition of 
extensive condition monitoring instrumentation could increase the number of manhours 
required by the maintenance department to calibrate and maintain the instruments not to 
mention the added cost of equipment and spare parts. He suggests that the plant operators 
do not need spurious alarms caused by condition monitoring equipment which does not 
identify the cause or suggest a remedy; a point well taken, that identifies the need for well-
conceived, real-time alarm interpretation. The reviewer also stated that the diagnostic and 
condition monitoring equipment will have the lowest priority for maintenance trailing safety 
systems, post accident monitoring systems, and process control and monitoring equipment. 
We suggest that the cost benefit and the maintenance prioritization of condition monitoring 
equipment should be examined in terms of lost availability, reduced predictability, and 
safety impacts of trying to operate and maintain the plant without the monitoring and 
diagnostics capability recommended in this report.] 

6.3 Scheduling with More Use of PRA, FMA, and More Analytical Tools 

In both new and existing facilities, after the methodology is implemented and the plant 
begins operation, the maintenance schedule should "learn" continuously and adapt to actual 
component life histories. Learning may occur in two ways. If the component is 
instrumented with effective degradation monitors, data may be used to predict component 
failure time, and this information can be factored into the failure probability distributions 
prior to failure and thereby accelerate the learning process. If degradation data are not 
available, then knowledge is increased as failures actually occur. The methodology uses 
PRA analysis to (a) quantify the time-dependent contributions of individual components to 
safety risk and availability risk, (b) assist in establishing the maximum (limit) values of risk 
that will be allowed from each component, and (c) thereby determine 
replacement/refurbishment schedules. 

The methodology is broadly sketched in Appendix C, with examples of possible 
approaches to implementation. Further research should include the use of computer 
simulation for a more detailed pilot study. 

In summary, the basic maintenance approach for DOE radiation facilities that must satisfy 
these needs in the future should stress: (1) flexibility; (2) extensive use of instrumentation 
in a comprehensive monitoring system; and (3) increased use of analytical tools (PRAs, 
FMAs, etc.) in developing maintenance tasks and schedules. 

7 . CONCLUSIONS 

A better method for planning maintenance of a DOE nuclear facility can help assure that the 
goals of safety, predictability, and extended life can be accomplished. The development of 
a maintenance strategy with a flexible maintenance plan that is continually updated with the 
use of plant performance and hardware experience histories, will result in a condition-based 
maintenance program that should enhance the predictability of the plant's performance. 

A dynamic maintenance program is needed and should consider the following: 

1. A dynamic maintenance program for a DOE nuclear irradiation facility should be 
formulated during the design phase of the facility and then repeatedly modified to 
insure safety and predictable availability of the facility throughout its life cycle. 
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2. The proposed availability of the facility to its users must be balanced between the 
needs of the users and the needs of the maintenance program. The confidence level 
with which the availability can be predicted depends on the occurrences of 
unanticipated outages. This prediction cannot be absolute; hence probabilities must 
be estimated for both availability and outages. 

3. A predictive model of the operation of the facility must be developed that considers 
the number of users, measures of quality (flux, spectrum, etc.) at the individual 
irradiation stations, the need for continuous or cumulative dose, the relative urgency 
of the experiment or service, the consequences of deferment of service by 
anticipated or unanticipated outages, the expected needs for maintenance, the 
expected duration of maintenance actions, and the consequences of deferring 
maintenance actions and risking unanticipated outages. This model deals with 
inter-related probabilities, will become more capable as plant operating experience is 
accumulated, and will probably require a well-developed expert system to select the 
most successful courses of action. 

4. Although a conventional approach toward maintenance planning using arbitrarily 
scheduled maintenance actions is easier to plan and implement, such an approach 
will incur unnecessary delays or outages caused by improper or unneeded 
maintenance actions. It also lacks the flexibility necessary to match the maintenance 
plan to lessons learned from plant operation, changes of facility mission, or 
end-of-life extension conditions. 

5. A dynamic maintenance program requires condition monitoring, operational 
surveillance, diagnostics, and analysis to provide guidance for anticipatory 
failure-avoidance in the facility's systems. It depends heavily on feedback from 
operational experience and on information about the condition of the systems gained 
both during and after (post-use examination) the maintenance activities. 

6. Provisions for monitoring and maintaining plant components must be made in the 
initial design of the plant and will properly exceed those usually employed for 
traditional plant designs. However, as one reviewer (RLC) observed, much 
condition monitoring information can be obtained from instruments required for 
plant operation or safety and does not need to be obtained from installation of 
additional instruments. If such provisions are made, substantial improvements in 
plant availability and reduction of maintenance costs and schedule interference are 
probable. A strategy of modular design, rapid substitution, installed spares, 
off-line repair, and failure diagnostics is strongly recommended, which has the 
added advantage of forestalling obsolescence and unavailability of parts as the plant 
ages. 

7. Requirements of DOE orders and standards, OSHA and EPA regulations, and NRC 
Regulatory Guides can be met as they pertain to the operation of an irradiation 
facility (as distinct from a power-producing reactor) it* the guidelines proposed in 
this document are used to direct the preparation of the facility's maintenance 
program. Such assurances cannot be made if traditional preparation procedures 
persist and prevail. 

8. The cost of the proposed dynamic maintenance plan for a DOE irradiation facility is 
likely to be somewhat higher in its initial investment, but this difference will be 
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recovered many times over by the subsequent savings in unnecessary and 
unproductive maintenance costs that burden the traditional scheduled maintenance 
approach. 

9. A dynamic maintenance program requires a higher level of operator initiative and 
training than a traditional maintenance program and also requires continual attention 
to the necessary modifications of the plan. 

8 . RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of this study lead to the following recommendations: 

1. A dynamic, PRA-based, risk-analysis approach should be employed in the 
maintenance and user scheduling process to assure adequate facility safety, provide 
a high probability of specific periods of facility availability for users, and defer or 
accelerate maintenance activities planned for accomplishment during periods of 
reactor shutdown. 

2. The risk analysis methodology should be complemented by an assessment of 
available physical and personnel resources, and a cost/benefit analysis should be 
performed to assure that safety and availability are maintained at acceptable cost. 
These analyses must be updated at least as often as improvements are made in the 
facility or the facility's operation or mission is modified. The changing condition of 
the plant during its entire life cycle must also be considered. 

3. The plant hardware (components, systems, and structures) should be listed and 
their impact on reliability should be assessed. This list should be maintained as 
plant improvements are made and should be divided into the following categories: 

(a) hardware that is essential to assuring plant safety; 

(b) instrumentation with supporting hardware and software that will enhance 
the monitoring capability of me facility and is needed to assess maintenance 
needs; 

(c) modifications, upgrades, and retrofits that may be incorporated into the 
plant design to improve maintainability, reduce refueling time, and extend 
the plant life, thus impacting maintenance activities. 

4. Where cost effective, the original plant design should include (a) component 
modularity to minimize system shutdown time, and (b) performance monitoring 
equipment to assist in providing data to the predictability planning methodology. 

5. Further research on the proposed methodology should include the use of computer 
simulation for a more detailed pilot study. The first portion of such a study should 
be implementation of a computerized PRA of an existing or proposed facility (e.g., 
ANS). PRAs are commonly part of the preliminary safety analysis of nuclear 
facilities and could be the basis for a computerized adaptation. The second portion 
of the pilot study should use computer simulation to generate an operating history, 
component degradation and failure, and user demand for the facility to which the 
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PRA applies. The interactive PRA and simulated operating history would then 
provide the framework for investigating details of the proposed methodology and 
provide a firmer basis for assessing its practicality. 
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APPENDIX A* 

SUPPLEMENTAL GUIDANCE FOR DOE REACTOR FACILITY 
MAINTENANCE PLANS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DOE nuclear facilities exist primarily to provide neutron and gamma irradiation sources or 
environments for use by scientific programs and hence their demands differ significantly 
from those of commercial nuclear power plants. These supplemental guidelines attempt to 
consider these differences without changing the demands for safety of the public and safety 
of the operators. 

They also identify the special attention needed by these facilities to provide improved 
predictability, special attention to hardware that has recently been exposed to severe 
conditions, and the effects of aging on the facilities' useful life. Figure 3 (as shown 
previously in Section 6) relates existing maintenance requirements along with document 
changes and modifications recommended to achieve improved safety, predictability, and 
extension of plant life. 

The basic maintenance strategy for DOE Radiation Facilities should stress: (1) flexibility, 
i.e., the ability to adapt to changing circumstances, (2) a comprehensive plant equipment 
performance monitoring system, and (3) the use of analytical tools to select the most 
suitable maintenance tasks and schedules. 

2 . GUIDANCE 

This guidance addresses the above three maintenance strategies. The following categories 
of information are provided for the strategies being stressed: (a) needs and concerns, (b) 
approaches, and (c) priorities. 

A . l . FLEXD3ILITY OF THE MAINTENANCE PLAN 

(a) Needs and Concerns 
Assurance that the maintenance is truly appropriate. Scheduled 
maintenance performed during each shutdown should be adjusted to 
reflect the conditions experienced by the plant and the particular 
conditions experienced during the last power cycle. 
Assurance that the structure of the maintenance operations for each 
shutdown is comprehensive and thorough. The basic maintenance 
tasks should be identified as a part of the initial plant maintenance 
plan and schedule. These basic tasks should consider and comply 
with all DOE and NRC requirements. 
Assurance that the impacts of maintenance activities on aging of 
hardware, mission changes, obsolescence and modernization are 
considered, along with a recognition that the maintenance plans will 
change periodically. 

(b) Approaches to Assure Flexibility 

*Contributed by W. J. Rowan, consultant. 
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To minimize the uncertainty associated with repair operations the 
designers should use modularization as a basic tenet of their 
designs. Through extensive use of modularization the maintenance 
and refueling task-times can be reduced. To assure flexibility in the 
planning of replacements the modularization should be tiered. This 
will allow the replacement of the smallest sub-assembly needed, and 
not force the replacement of extensive amounts of equipment to 
avoid in-place repair work. 
During each cycle use real-time information to assess the 
performance of the plant, the severity of conditions imposed on the 
hardware, and the adequacy of information collected on the previous 
cycle. 
Re-define maintenance operations for the next shutdown period 
while the reactor is at power by assessing the adequacy of* the basic 
maintenance plan and identifying the additions called for by the: 

• conditions observed during the last cycle 
• need to incorporate additional monitoring equipment 
• need to do special work to extend the plant life 
• need to replace modules and subassemblies to assure that 

equipment needing rework, repair and/or replacement can be 
processed in the maintenance shop while the reactor is at 
power during the next cycle. 

(c) Priorities Associated with the Flexibility of the Maintenance Programs 
The maintenance plan for the next shutdown should not be frozen 
without an assessment of: (1) the immediate work needed, (2) the 
work needed during the next few shutdown periods, and (3) the 
work needed to extend the plant life. 

The selection of maintenance work for the next shutdown will take 
advantage of the analytical assessment of optimum maintenance tasks as 
defined by the process that is aimed at reducing the risk of needing 
unplanned maintenance during scheduled shutdowns or experiencing 
unscheduled shutdowns. 

MONITORING STRATEGY FOR THE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

(a) Needs and Concerns 
Space for additional, undefined, instrumentation should be 
considered and incorporated wherever possible in the project's 
design phase. 
• Space for instrumentation for the measurement of essential 

data. 
• Space to accommodate instrumentation that will be needed to 

diagnose specific problems. 
• Space to accommodate instrumentation to monitor conditions 

pertinent to the aging effects on the hardware. 
• Space to accommodate and encourage the incorporation of 

advances in instrumentation and the developing use of 
robots. 

(b) Approach 
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Incorporate provisions for expanding and upgrading the monitoring 
instrumentation in the plant. 
Call for an assessment of the instrumentation in each test assembly 
that identifies the diagnostic data that will be provided to enhance the 
facility information contributing to improved maintenance tasks. 
Include in the basic plant design requirements space in which to 
accommodate future use of robotic inspection and maintenance 
machines. In the absence of existing requirements, it is 
recommended that space be provided for a three-foot cube to be 
moved around all hardware that could require inspection and/or 
maintenance. 

(c) Priority 
The following priority assessment should be applied when allocating funds 
and time for maintenance beyond that which is required for safety. 
(1) Support for maintenance defined as necessary due to severe 

conditions experienced in the last cycle. 
(2) Support for tasks as called for by "The Recommended Analytical 

Approach for Scheduling Maintenance". 
(3) Support for tasks needed to extend the life of the plant. 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND THEIR USE TO ENHANCE 
PREDICTABILITY 

(a) Needs and Concerns 
• Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) updating on a continuous basis 
• Failure Mode Analysis (FMA) updating on a continuous basis 

Vendors operation and Maintenance Manuals updating on a 
continuous basis 

• Power Cycle Periods should be included in the plant's experience 
history 

• Refueling Period for each cycle should be analyzed for potential 
improvements 

• Political demands on scheduling should be avoided 
• How all of the above can be combined in a risk analysis to identify 

maintenance plans and schedules to improve predictability. 

(b) Approach 
The approach to be applied in this area is described in detail in Appendix C 
"A PRA-Guided Methodology for Developing an Optimized, Adaptive 
Nuclear Plant Maintenance Schedule Based on Safety, Availability, and 
User Demand." 

(c) Priorities 
(1) Assessment of the conditions experienced in the last power cycle 

compared with the FMA and PRA. 
(2) Identification of maintenance tasks needing to be performed in the 

near-term as defined by the approach described in Appendix B. 
(3) Definition of potential "political" impacts on scheduling. 
(4) Definition of a revamped basic maintenance plan and schedule for 

the out years of operation based on the experience gained during the 
first two years of operation that follow the initial break-in period. 
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(5) Identification of features that should be added to the plant to improve 
predictability and extend its life. 

(6) Prioritization of the relative impacts on safety and availability of 
items 1 through 5. 

(7) Identification of the physical, personnel, financial resources and 
time required to perform the various maintenance tasks. 

A summary of these needs, concerns, approaches, and priorities is provided in Table Al. 

/ 
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Table Al. Maintenance Factors to Increase Predictability 

NEEDS CONCERNS APPROACHES PRIORITIES 

1. Flexibility in the 
maintenance and 

a. Assurance that the 
maintenance is 
appropriate. The 
actual 
maintenance 
performed during 
each plant shut 
down should be 
adjusted to reflect 
the conditions 
experienced 
during the 
previous power 
cycle. 

Assurance that 
maintenance 
operations during 
each shut down 
are comprehensive 
and thorough. 

a. Modularization in 
the basic design of 
the plant, its 
systems, and its 
components is 
essential to 
achieving 
flexibility in the 
maintenance plan. 

b. During each 
operating cycle 
use real-time info 
to assess the 
capability of the 
predicted 
maintenance and 
changes to the 
plan. 

a. The maintenance 
plan for the next 
shut down period 
should not be 
fixed without an 
assessment of: 
(1) immediate 
work re
quirements; 
(2) work needed 
during the next 
few cycles, and 
(3) work needed 
to extend plant 
life. 

b. The selection of 
work for the next 
shut down should 
take full 
advantage of the 
assessments made 
in Section 3 of 
this table. 

2. Monitoring 
strategy for 
improving 
maintenance and 
scheduling 

a. Space for 
additional, 
undefined: 
• instruments 
• data processing 

hardware 
• robotic 

surveillance 
and 
maintenance 
devices 

Analytical tools 
and their use to 
enhance 
predictability 

a. Probability Risk 
Analysis (PRA) 

b. Failure Mode 
Analysis (FMA) 

c. Vendors' operating 
and maintenance 
manuals 

d. Actual power level 
experienced 
during each cycle 

e. Refueling period 
performance and 
resulting time 
margins 

a. "Political" 
demands placed 
on the schedulers. 

Full utilization of 
the plant's flexible 
design, the data 
collected in the 
monitoring 
systems, and the 
analytical tools 
available for 
effective 
scheduling. See 
Section 4C of this 
report, "PRA-
Guided 
Methodology for 
Developing an 
Optimized 
Adaptive Nuclear 
Plant Maintenance 
Schedule" based 
on safety, 
availability and 
user demands. 

a. Assessment of the 
conditions 
experienced by the 
plant including the 
last power cycle 

b. "Political" 
demands imposed 
by DOE 

c. User 
requirements/de
mands 

d. Full utilization of 
the physical, 
personnel, and 
financial 
resources; time 
available for 
maintenance tasks 
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APPENDIX B* 

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY 

SUMMARY 

This appendix provides a focused description of concepts and approaches for predictive 
maintenance of various components in a nuclear facility. The presentation is kept general 
with the suggestion that the technology described may be applicable to any 
system/component under consideration. The material for this section was developed from 
several references, particularly [B6] and [B8]. 

The following topics are discussed. 

1. Definition of terminology used in maintenance. List of technologies used in 
predictive maintenance (PdM). 

2. Designing for effective preventive maintenance (PM). Planning, equipment, 
instrumentation, monitoring, and diagnostics. A typical equipment maintenance 
program. 

3. Reliability-centered maintenance (RCM). Identifying critical components for PdM. 

4. Overview of information processing methods. 

5. Overview of PdM technologies: 

Rotating machinery maintenance. 

Instrument surveillance and calibration. 

Electrical system PdM. This includes electrical machinery, actuators, 
cables, batteries, and others. 

Lubrication oil analysis, wear particle analysis, and chemical analysis of 
various fluid flow streams. 

Maintenance of actuator systems, including control rod drives in nuclear 
plants, safety relief systems, spray systems, heaters, valve systems, etc. 

Maintenance of stationary components such as heat exchangers, piping, 
pressure vessels, etc. 

In-service inspection using nondestructive examination methods. Examples 
include welds, heat exchanger tubing, piping, vessels, and others. 

B . l . INTRODUCTION 

Safety and availability are two of the important issues that necessitate the development and 
application of advanced technologies for maintenance of a nuclear facility. The present trend 

*Contributed by B. R. Upadhyaya, University of Tennessee. 
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or maintenance in is to view plant monitoring and maintenance as part of a total maintenance 
program that will result in increased reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM). 
Maintenance activities must be considered within the context of the total business 
enterprise. Good maintenance practices will also contribute to plant life "optimization" or 
life extension. This introductory section presents definition of terminology used in 
maintenance and a list of technologies used in predictive maintenance (PdM) or condition-
based maintenance. 

B . 1 .1 Definition and Terminology 

Various terms are often used by maintenance personnel and the service industry to explain 
different maintenance activities. Figure Bl is a flowchart showing some of the terminology 
and the division of the levels of activities related to maintenance (from Mercier [B6]). 

Preventive Maintenance (PM) (from INPO) is periodic and predictive 
(condition-based) maintenance actions taken to maintain a piece of equipment within design 
operating conditions and extend its life. 

Predictive Maintenance (PdM) is continuous or periodic monitoring and diagnosis of 
equipment and components in order to forecast incipient failures. PdM results are used to 
trend and monitor equipment performance so that maintenance can be performed prior to 
equipment failure. 

Periodic Maintenance is work performed on equipment at a regular predetermined 
interval to ensure maintenance of the performance of the equipment at a prescribed level. 

Reliability-Centered Maintenance (RCM) is a systematic methodology for 
identifying applicable and effective preventive maintenance tasks. RCM is an evaluation 
approach for optimizing a maintenance program. 

Reliability is defined as the probability that an item will perform a required function under 
stated conditions for a stated period of time. The reliability is often expressed in terms of 
the failure probability. 

Mean-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF) applies to repairable items. 

Example: If an item fails 5 times in 1000 hours of operation, then 

MTBF = 1000/5 = 200 hours. 

Mean-Time-to-Failure (MTTF) refers to non-repairable items. This is the average 
time an item may be expected to function before failure. 

Example: an incandescent light bulb is typically rated for 750 hours of service. 

Availability is defined as 

Availability = MTBF / (MTBF + MTTR + MTPM), 

where MTTR = Mean time to repair, and 

MTPM = Mean time for preventive maintenance. 
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Figure Bl. Maintenance terminology (after Mercier, B.6). 
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Maintainability (from INPO) is a measure of the speed with which a loss of performance 
is detected, the fault located, repairs completed, and a check made that the equipment is 
functioning normally again. Improved maintainability will increase the availability. The 
reliability of an item should not be compromised because of an increase in maintainability. 

The first priority for a nuclear facility maintenance organization is to attain the required 
equipment reliability; once this is achieved, a cost reduction program may be undertaken 
systematically. The costs incurred as a result of failures presumably decrease with 
increased maintenance, which in turn increases the total PM cost. This analysis must also 
be compared against reliability vs. PM effort. Thus, cost evaluation must consider both 
PM effort and reliability index. 

B. 1.2 Analysis Methods for Predictive Maintenance (PdM) 

The primary objective of component monitoring for maintenance is to extract trending and 
diagnostics information from PdM data. Thus, a predictive maintenance program consists 
of continuous or periodic testing, data acquisition, and applying information processing 
techniques for diagnostics, decision and action. The goal is to detect incipient changes in 
machinery behavior and plan maintenance activities accordingly. 

The following is a suggested list of analysis methods for use in predictive maintenance. 

• Signature trending in the time and frequency domains. These include mean and 
RMS values, certain frequencies in the signal power spectra, RMS values at 
selected frequency bands, variations in magnitude and timing of events, response 
characteristics. 

• Advanced digital signal processing (DSP) and signatures derived from the analysis. 
Examples include univariate and multivariate analyses, trends in model prediction 
residual sequences, coherence, cause-effect parameters and other frequency-domain 
signatures. 

• Sequential statistical trending functions that are sensitive to incipient failures. 

• Defect classification and defect parameter estimation, such as in rotating machinery 
analysis and nondestructive examination (NDE) techniques. 

• Signal validation for instrument surveillance and calibration reduction program. 

• Applied artificial intelligence methods, including neural networks and expert 
systems for a variety of applications. 

• Linear and nonlinear dynamic regression models for forecasting residual life of 
plant components. 

An example of a typical data trending is shown in Figure B2. The key issue is to establish 
the failure modes of plant components and to identify measurements that are sensitive to 
each type of degradation. 
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Figure B2. A typical trend plot and terminology. 

B.1.3 Major Areas of Maintenance 

The following areas of maintenance need to be emphasized and given consideration in the 
plant design phase. The degree of emphasis depends on the subsystem/component, safety 
and productivity goals. 

Rotating machinery maintenance. Vibration analysis is the primary focus. 

Instrument surveillance and calibration. 

Electrical system PdM, including electrical machinery, actuators, cables, batteries, 
circuits and others. 

Lubrication oil analysis, wear particle analysis, and chemical analysis of various 
fluid flow streams. 

PdM of valve systems. 

Maintenance of stationary components such as heat exchangers, piping, pressure 
vessels, etc. 

In-service inspection using nondestructive examination (eddy current, ultrasonic, 
radiography, thermography). 

Maintenance of actuator systems such as control rod drives, safety relief systems, 
valves, spray systems, heaters, etc. 

B.2. DESIGNING FOR EFFECTIVE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

This section deals with the logic path leading to the establishment of an effective preventive 
maintenance program. Such a program is evolutionary in nature and is allowed to change 
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as increased plant operating experience is gained. The following key issues must be 
considered. 

• A systematic identification of critical components that require continuous 
monitoring. Their availability is essential to the predictability of the facility. RCM 
or an equivalent approach may be applied to achieve this. 

• A systematic evaluation of instrument placement strategy for both predictive 
maintenance and facility monitoring. The choice of intelligent machinery, similar to 
the smart sensors should be reviewed. 

• Establishing a database that would contain maintenance history, records of 
sustained problems in certain plant components and subsystems, equipment 
replacement, manufacturer and vendor data, and other information that is relevant to 
plant operation and availability. 

B.2.1 Establishing a New PM Program 

There are three levels of maintenance that should be reviewed for critical equipment in each 
system. 

• PM to control or eliminate equipment failure. 
Redesign to eliminate equipment degradation. 

• Perform only corrective maintenance (run to failure) 
or replace at regular intervals. 

The three phases of a maintenance plan [B6] are now described. 

A. Develop a critical equipment list 

Critical equipment items are those whose failure would 

• reduce or interrupt the availability of a system function affecting the reactor or 
personnel safety, 

• reduce or interrupt unit production, or 
• be expensive to repair. 

B. Set maintenance targets 

Use supplier information, design reviews, and equipment performance available from 
previous experience or from other facilities to identify failure types and their locations in the 
system. For each failure type, identify the root cause and the progression of the failure, the 
probability of failure if no action is taken,-and the safety and economic consequences of the 
failure. The information would be used to assess the significance of each failure mode, and 
the amount of maintenance effort needed to avoid the failure. 

C. Develop a maintenance program based on significant failure mechanisms of critical 
equipment. Figure B3 provides a summary of a desired PM program. Various 
levels of maintenance are depicted in this diagram. Also note that equipment 
redesign is suggested when other alternatives do not seem to reduce the risk of 
failure. 
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Figure B3. The PM Program: Develop the actual maintenance plan and preventive 
maintenance program (after Mercier, B.6). 
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The maintenance strategy described is a comprehensive approach to maintenance 
optimization. Some of the steps outlined may not be feasible for existing facilities. But for 
a new facility to be built, the cost of a systematic maintenance planning and redesign (if 
necessary) is justified. Since PdM requires equipment monitoring, it is suggested that 
critical equipment be instrumented for appropriate data acquisition.This would minimize the 
cost of retrofits. 

B.2.2 Other Operational Considerations 

A PM program is evolutionary in nature, especially for a new facility. Therefore, a review 
of the PM program effectiveness should be made. 

• PM efforts may have to be improved for equipment showing unsatisfactory 
reliability. 

• PM efforts may have to be decreased if experience shows that the degradations are 
slower than anticipated. 

A systematic database should be developed and updated. This must include both dynamic 
data used in monitoring and predictive maintenance and performance data. The latter may 
consist of 

• maintenance activities and costs 
• component failure history 
• vendor and manufacturer performance 
• post-maintenance problems 
• changes in the modes of degradation (unanticipated problems) 
• effect of operational conditions on equipment performance. 

B. 2.3 Establishing a Predictive Maintenance Program 

Establishing and implementing a predictive maintenance (PdM) program for a process 
component requires a long-term planning. It requires the combination of both technical 
skill and management skill. A strong commitment by the maintenance department in the 
form of personnel and equipment cost are the necessary elements of a successful PdM 
program. 

The following aspects should be considered: 

• Management support and record keeping. 
• Cost commitment to a predictive maintenance program. 
• Minimum two-year program start-up and evaluation period. 
• Assignment of dedicated and technically competent personnel. 
• Adequate record keeping, database management, and information exchange. 
• Data collection and analysis techniques. 
• Data collection period (automated or manual). 
• Selection of equipment to be monitored. 
• On-going training of maintenance personnel. 

Figure B4 is a schematic showing the technical components of a PdM program, such as for 
rotating machinery monitoring. 
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One or more parameters that can be measured without 
interrupting the operation of the machinery and are sensitive 
to changes in operating condition. 
Examples: Vibration data, motor current signatures, machine-
specific process variables (such as temperature). 
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Figure B.4. Steps in a Predictive Maintenasnce Program. 
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B . 3 . RELIABILITY-CENTERED MAINTENANCE (RCM) 

B.3 .1 Introduction 

The following is an overview of a strategy used in preventive maintenance planning, 
generally referred to as Reliability-Centered Maintenance (RCM). RCM was first 
developed and applied in die aerospace industry, beginning in 1969-70. EPRI began to 
transfer the technology to the power industry in 1984. Electricite de France (EdF) is 
currently the world leader in the application of this technology to all of its nuclear units, 
beginning in 1991. EdF has found RCM to be cost effective in reducing maintenance cost 
and in reducing PM tasks. Likewise, an example of PM task reduction from 4600 to 1800 
was reported in the U.S. at the Calloway plant EPRI has developed an RCM workstation 
(1992) along with a computerized RCM technical handbook. Some case studies of 
applications are mentioned later in this section. 

This review is aimed at understanding RCM strategy as applied to nuclear power systems; 
the following issues are addressed: 

1. What is RCM? 
2. The components of an effective RCM program. 
3. Technology used in RCM development 
4. Examples of applications to the nuclear power industry. 
5. Limitations and drawbacks of RCM. 

A systematically developed RCM program will almost certainly help reduce operation and 
maintenance costs, increase plant reliability (production), and hence result in a safer plant. 
Thus RCM is one step towards a total maintenance plan. 

B.3.2 What is Reliability-Centered Maintenance? 

EPRI defines Reliability-Centered Maintenance (RCM) as a systematic methodology for 
identifying applicable and effective preventive maintenance tasks. Thus RCM is an 
evaluation approach for developing and optimizing a maintenance program. RCM utilizes a 
decision logic tree to identify the maintenance requirements of equipment according to the 
safety and operational consequences of each failure and the degradation mechanism 
responsible for the failure. 

A successful RCM program is expected to accomplish the following objectives: 

1. Ordering of equipment for maintenance according to their importance, safety 
implications of their failure, and cost savings. 

2. Proper allocation of maintenance tasks. 
3. Improved reliability of equipment and overall system safety. 
4. Increased production and long-range economic benefit. 

B.3.3 Components of an Effective RCM Program 

It is important to realize that if an RCM program has to incorporate various components in a 
large system, such an analysis requires considerable effort. A more focused approach is to 
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restrict attention to the development of a maintenance strategy for the components 
comprising a few key plant systems. The components for evaluation may include valves 
and actuators, electric motors, pumps, electrical cabling, heat exchangers, instrumentation, 
etc. 

The following steps are generally followed in developing a reliability-centered maintenance 
program: 

1. Information collection-This involves developing a system design database, and 
acquisition of operational, maintenance, and failure data. 

2. Identification and partitioning of system boundaries and interfaces, and separation 
into functional subsystems. 

3. Analysis of requirements-This includes defining system functions and functional 
failures, and identifying dominant failure modes (those that occur frequently or 
whose consequences has a strong safety implication). 

4. Preventive maintenance task development-Using a decision logic tree, specify a 
preventive maintenance task, a test, (for example, additional data acquisition from 
diagnostic sensors), or a design change. The latter goes beyond just a PM 
program. This analysis may also conclude that the failure can be accepted. 

5. Incorporating the RCM recommendations into the actual maintenance procedures. 
Additionally, these can be used for decision making at different levels. 

B.3.4 Technology Used in Developing an RCM Program 

Figure B5 is a schematic showing the basic steps and analytical tools used for establishing a 
general RCM program. The following are some of the techniques used in the analysis. 

1. Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA). 

2. Fault tree analysis to understand the cause and probability of component failures. 

3. Digital signal processing and statistical analysis. These are useful for component 
trend monitoring, detection of incipient failures, and for estimating residual life of 
equipment This is not a routine part of an RCM analysis. 

4. Logic tree analysis for maintenance task selection. The logic tree analysis produces 
recommendations for PM of components that are declared to have critical failure 
modes. The criticality of failure modes is related to their impact on safety, 
availability, and maintenance costs. 
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Figure B5. Basic Steps and Analytical Tools Used for Establishing a General RCM 
Program. 
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B. 3.5 Applications in the Nuclear Industry 

The following are examples of applications of RCM in the nuclear power industry: 

1. RCM program at San Onofre, Southern California Edison Co. The system for 
analysis included radiation monitoring, chilled water- normal HVAC, fire 
protection, feedwater, condensate, service air system, saltwater cooling system, 
chilled water emergency HVAC, full-flow condensate polisher, d-c electric system, 
chemical and volume control system, emergency diesel generators, auxiliary 
feedwater system. 

2. Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, Florida Power and Light Co. Pressurizer spray 
system, heater banks, pressurizer power-operated relief valves, charging, let-down 
and control valves in the CVCS. 

3. The program at McGuire Nuclear Station, Duke Power Company. 

4. RCM program at Electricite de France nuclear and fossil generating systems. 

B.3 .6 Limitations of RCM 

RCM is not a substitute for correcting design deficiencies in a plant. Inadequacies in 
maintenance training and analysis techniques cannot be direcdy addressed by RCM. 
Preventive maintenance task details cannot be specified by the RCM. It is one part of a 
facility's effort to improve the availability, reliability, and safety of a plant. Its potential can 
be realized only if other components of the total maintenance program are sound. 

B . 4 . INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNIQUES USED IN 
PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE 

This section provides an overview of both classical and modern information techniques 
available to maintenance engineers for applications in a predictive maintenance program. 
Several techniques can be readily implemented using commercially available digital signal 
processing (DSP) software systems. The vendors of PdM equipment have developed 
software systems that are compatible with their products. The tools available for 
information processing may be classified into two broad categories. 

• Digital signal processing: classical and modern techniques. 

• Applied artificial intelligence methods. 

These technologies are briefly reviewed in this section. 

B.4 .1 Digital Signal Processing (DSP) 
Signal processing deals with the analysis of stationary and nonstationary measurements 
acquired from sensors used for control, machinery diagnostics and safety system 
monitoring. DSP is the technology of analyzing signals that are digitized or sampled at a 
specified sampling rate. The primary goal of DSP is to extract information about the 
operation of a component or a system with applications to monitoring, diagnostics, control, 
predictive maintenance, estimation of performance-related parameters, pattern recognition, 
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sensor verification, and others. The DSP is used in every industry, from aerospace and 
communication systems to medical diagnostics. 

The key to the applications of this technology is to have the ability to acquire quality data 
from process sensors. The steps in data acquisition consist of 

1. Sensor placement and its output verification. 
2. Signal preconditioning such as filtering and amplification. 
3. Signal recording. This is performed digitally in most applications and requires the 

choice of a proper sampling rate. 
4. Data qualification and storage. 

Figure B6 shows the schematic of a digital data acquisition system where the signals are 
sampled and stored in a computer (such as a PC or a workstation). 
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Figure B6. Data Acquisition System Showing Signal Conditioning Devices, Signal 
Multiplexer, and PC-based A/D Conversion. 
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B. 4.2 Time-Domain and Frequency-Domain Signatures 

A random signal is said to be stationary if its statistical properties do not change as a 
function of time. Various time-domain signatures may be computed for stationary signals 
using time averages. Examples of time-domain signatures are 

1. Mean, variance and root-mean-squared (RMS) values. 
2. Amplitude probability density function. 
3. Autocorrelation and cross correlation functions. 

The information in a random signal can also be described by transforming the signal to the 
frequency domain. This form of signal compression provides insight into the signal 
bandwidth characteristics, oscillatory nature of system responses and frequencies related to 
the vibration of rotating machinery and other plant components. A computationally fast 
finite Fourier transform algorithm, called the fast Fourier transform (FFT), is a popular tool 
used in this classical technique. The following frequency-domain signatures are generally 
estimated using the FFT. 

1. Auto-power spectral density (APSD) of a signal. 
2. Cross-power spectral density (CPSD) between two signals, 

(magnitude and phase). 
3. Coherence function between two signals. 
4. RMS values of a signal at different frequency bands. 

Both time- and frequency-domain signatures may be used for trending the behavior of a 
system component The trend data can be used for system prognosis such as estimating the 
residual life of equipment and for alerting the operator of an incipient failure. More 
advanced techniques may be used for diagnosing the cause of changes in the system and for 
estimating certain performance related parameters. 

B. 4 .3 Modern Methods and Emerging Technologies for Information 
Processing 

The accurate diagnostics of system components or instrument behavior requires a 
combination of basic data analysis and a causal relationship among a set of measurements. 
The latter is useful for tracking process signals, improved detection of the cause and source 
of anomalies, and early detection of incipient failures. These needs have resulted in the 
emergence of new techniques and improvements in the existing techniques. 

The following techniques are being implemented to solve problems related to component 
diagnostics, predictive maintenance and system prognosis. 

1. Univariate and multivariate time-series modeling. 
2. Dynamic multiple regression models for residual life estimation. 
3. Statistical pattern recognition techniques. 
4. Sequential statistical trending. 
5. Expert systems. 
6. Artificial neural networks. 
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These techniques may be applied to a variety of problems in predictive maintenance. 

• Signal validation and plant-wide monitoring. 
• Determination of cause-and-effect relationship among a set of signals. 
• Identification of transients. 
• Classification of vibration data. 
• Automated diagnostics using NDE data. 
• Estimation of residual life of plant components. 
• Estimation of chemical composition of flow streams. 
• Expert systems for automated diagnostics using time waveforms or 

frequency-domain signatures. 
• PdM data trending and detecting incipient changes in system/component behavior. 

B.5. OVERVIEW OF PdM TECHNOLOGIES 

The development of an effective predictive maintenance program can be achieved in many 
cases by the proper implementation of a broad spectrum of available technologies. A 
summary description of the following PdM technologies is given in this section. 

1. Rotating machinery monitoring and diagnostics. 
2. Instrument surveillance and calibration verification. 
3. Monitoring and diagnostics of valve systems. 
4. Electrical system monitoring. 
5. Lubrication oil analysis and wear particle analysis. 
6. In-service inspection using nondestructive examination (NDE) methods. 

B.5.1 Rotating Machinery Monitoring and Diagnostics 

One of the most effective predictive maintenance techniques for rotating machinery is to 
monitor their vibration characteristics. Vibration of rotating machines is caused by shaft 
imbalance, misalignment, bent shaft, mechanical looseness, instability in journal bearings, 
defects in rolling-element bearings, and faults in gearboxes due to gear wear. 

It is possible to diagnose the various problems by a detailed analysis of signals from 
displacement, velocity, and acceleration transducers, in the frequency domain. The 
variation of the energy in a vibration signal at different frequency ranges may be related to 
specific problems in a rotating machinery. Machinery for which routine vibration trending 
is preformed include: pumps, motors, turbines, generators, gearboxes, valve systems, 
crushers, blowers, compressors, fans, bearings, and drives. 

Modern vibration monitoring is performed using in-situ measurements and portable data 
loggers. Both time-domain and frequency-domain techniques are used for analysis and 
diagnostics. The interval ofroutine monitoring depends on the type of machinery. One of 
the goals of predictive maintenance by vibration monitoring is to identify incipient faults in 
systems and use this information for scheduling maintenance and determine the useful life 
of an equipment. 
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B. 5.2 Instrument Surveillance and Calibration Verification 

Since the incident at Three Mile Island unit 2, (TMI-2) computerized plant status display, 
implementation of human factors in control room design, and plant monitoring systems 
have seen a large growth. The availability of plant information, especially during an 
accident and recovery phase is very critical. Thus, continuous surveillance of instrument 
channels serves many purposes, including reliable control actions, improved operator 
decision making and proper actions of protection (safety) systems. This technology also 
has other implications such as reducing challenges on control systems, minimizing plant 
downtime, and for predictive maintenance advising. Use of signal validation and 
instrument system knowledge base may also be used for reducing calibration of redundant 
instrument channels. 

Surveillance of instrument channels is generally performed using well-defined routine tests 
and in some instances using recently developed signal validation technology. Distinction 
must be made between checking of individual channels for their integrity and cross
checking of similar channels for their relative variation. 

B.5.3 Monitoring and Diagnostics of Valve Systems in Power Plants 

Periodic monitoring of various types of valve systems is an important operational issue in 
power generating stations and process industry. In nuclear power plants reliable operation 
of valve mechanisms is essential to assure proper performance of control and safety 
systems. Plant availability is also greatly impacted by problems associated with valve 
operations. It was estimated that in nuclear plants valve-related problems cost U.S. utilities 
about $100 million per year in loss of plant availability and up to 30 per cent of the 
industry's annual maintenance budget. In fossil plants, load cycling duty causes high 
stresses to plant components. This has generated many problems in boiler start-up system 
valves. About 20 per cent of unscheduled outages in nuclear power plants are valve-
related. 

Extensive research and development efforts are being pursued to improve valve monitoring 
and diagnostics method. The common types of valve operator include Motor-Operated 
Valves (MOVs), Air-Operated Valves (AOVs), Solenoid-Operated Valves (SOVs) and 
Check Valves. Valve operators vary in size depending on the type of service. In many 
instances special measurements are performed to monitor valve actuators for predictive 
maintenance. 

B. 5.4 Electrical System Monitoring for Predictive Maintenance 

Condition monitoring of electrical systems includes both stationary components (such as 
cables, instrument channels, etc.) and rotating dynamic components (such as motors, 
generators, actuators, etc). Short-term operational, as well as long-term aging of electrical 
components and their maintenance, is a very important issue in both high-flux nuclear 
facilities. Some of these are addressed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's NPAR 
(Nuclear Plant Aging Research) program. 

The tests for integrity of electrical circuits and insulation of electrical components, generally 
compare test data with data from baseline condition for a similar system or circuit. Several 
commercial equipment are available for performing these tests. 
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Advanced technologies are now available for detecting, isolating and quantifying faults in 
electrical systems, and for establishing their general condition even when a fault does not 
exist The problems related to electrical circuits include bad connections, ground faults, 
deteriorated cables, internal shorts, moisture intrusion, low insulation resistance, 
impedance imbalance, and others. 

B. 5.5 Lubrication Oil Analysis and Wear Particle Analysis 

The analysis of lubrication oil is performed to monitor the quality of the oil, to determine 
the percent of contaminants such as water and process material, and for the presence and 
quantity of mechanical wear particles. Lubricants are tested for quality, additives and 
contaminants and various wear particles. 

Lube oil analysis must be performed periodically as part of a preventive maintenance 
program. Annual savings of up to $250,000 have been reported because of an oil analysis 
program in typical industrial plants. Condition-based oil change is more effective, both for 
economic savings and minimizing plant downtime. Almost 50% of all bearing failures are 
the result of improper lubrication or contamination. Component failures, such as 
corrosion, abrasion, fatigue and others, can be detected using wear particle analysis. Both 
on-site and off-site analysis methods are used. On-site oil analysis has the advantage of 
giving immediate feedback to maintenance personnel. Off-site analysis offers more 
sophisticated tools and the utilization of a larger lube oil technology database. 

B. 5.6 Nondestructive Examination (NDE) Technology 

Nondestructive Examination (NDE) is the process of measuring some vital characteristic of 
a component without rendering the part unfit for continued service. Some examples of 
NDE are flaw detection in steam generator (heat exchanger) tubing, detection of 
intragranular stress corrosion cracking, dental x-rays, fetal monitoring using ultrasonic 
probes, CAT scan, MRI, PET scan, detection of flaws in welds, aircraft engine support 
integrity. Because of high pressure, temperature and radiation exposure of certain 
components in a nuclear facility, continued in-service inspection, (ISI) has become a 
necessity. The need for periodic ISI of certain nuclear plant components has resulted in a 
new requirement and was published in 1970 as Section XI of ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code, "In-service Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant Systems." The most 
desirable type of examination to perform on material is a nondestructive examination. 
Nondestructive Examination includes a variety of different methods that are used to 
determine the physical soundness of a specimen without altering or impairing its 
usefulness. NDE is a basic industrial tool for assuring quality and reliability. 

The following NDE techniques are used in industrial testing. 

Visual Examination 
• Penetrant Testing 
• Magnetic Particle Testing 

Ultrasonic Testing 
• Eddy Current Testing 

Acoustic Emission Testing 
• Radiographic Testing 
• Thermographic Testing 
• Compositional Analysis 
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APPENDIX C* 

A PRA-GUIDED METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPING AN OPTIMIZED, 
ADAPTIVE NUCLEAR PLANT MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE BASED ON SAFETY, 

AVAILABILITY AND USER DEMAND 

C.l. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 

Safety and availability of a nuclear facility are strongly dependent upon an effective 
maintenance schedule. For a new facility the establishment of a schedule is necessarily based 
upon equipment manufacturers' recommendations and/or data from similar components in 
other facilities. After the plant goes into service, this initial schedule may need modification if 
actual component life differs significantly from expected. Facility owners and managers may 
benefit from "smart," dynamic surveillance techniques and maintenance procedures that 
inherently evolve with the plant and maintain required safety margins and assure expected plant 
availability. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) initiated the Nuclear Safety Self-Assessment Program 
for purposes of developing new plant aging and maintenance methodologies for DOE research 
facilities. There is a growing body of international literature describing enhanced maintenance 
approaches (e.g., Refs. C.1-C.9) and use of probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) to quantify risk as 
a guide to maintenance in commercial plants (e.g., Refs. C.10-C.23). Research facilities 
cornmonly have an additional operating goal of providing services to users on a predetermined 
timetable for small-angle scattering experiments, isotope generation, etc. The methodology 
described here endeavors to (a) provide a flexible framework within which to apply PRA-based 
maintenance techniques, (b) outline a generic approach applicable to research facilities, and (c) 
go a step beyond maintenance, safety and conventional availability considerations in order to 
integrate user-demand into a dynamic, adaptive maintenance/user schedule that is continuously 
tuned to changing conditions of the plant and the demands placed on it. 

The methodology is broadly sketched here, with examples of possible approaches to 
implementation. Further analysis is needed to tailor it to specific plant operations, as well as for 
proof of principle. 

C.2. DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY 

The proposed methodology consists of five principal processes, shown in the functional flow 
chart of Figure CI and summarized here: 

• Component condition data: encode data that provide historical and/or degradation-
predicted failure rates for plant components that are to be addressed in the maintenance 
schedule. 

•Contributed by O. L. Smith, ORNL 
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• Failure probability distributions: transcribe data into curves depicting component 
probability of failure versus time. 

Probabilistic risk analysis (PRA): use failure distributions in PRA to quantify the impact 
of component failure on safety and availability. 

• Time-dependent safety and availability maintenance schedule: translate PRA 
assessment into a dynamic maintenance schedule to keep safety and availability risks 
below prescribed limits. 

Adaptive safety, availability and user-demand maintenance and operating schedule: fold 
user demand into schedule to provide an integrated and optimized safety-, availability-
and user-sensitive maintenance and operating schedule that evolves with the plant and 
the user demands placed upon it. 

Initial values (left column of Figure CI) for a new facility are imported from outside sources or 
based on engineering judgement. For an existing facility, initial values may come from 
historical files of the plant, possibly supplemented with outside sources or engineering 
judgement where operating history does not provide adequate data. 

In either type of facility, after the methodology is implemented and the plant operates (right 
column of Figure CI), the maintenance schedule continuously "learns" and adapts to actual 
component failure histories, and the initial data are phased out of the evaluation. Learning may 
occur in two ways. If the component is instrumented with effective degradation monitors, data 
curves may be extrapolated to component failure time (Figure C2), and this information can be 
factored into the failure probability distributions prior to failure and thereby accelerate the 
learning process. If degradation curves are not available, then learning occurs as the failures 
actually occur. 

The methodology uses PRA analysis to (a) quantify the time-dependent contributions of 
individual components to safely risk and availability risk, (b) assist in establishing the maximum 
(limit) values of risk that will be allowed from each component, and (c) thereby determine 
replacement/refurbishment schedules. So long as a facility does not experience events 
uncounted in the initial PRA, routine rerunning of the PRA to monitor safety and risk factors 
may be unnecessary; the time dependent PRA is therefore shown in dashed outline in Figure CI 
to indicate possible optional rerun. The methodology is discussed further and illustrated in the 
following sections. 

To demonstrate the generation of component failure data and resulting probability distributions 
and the transition from initial to actual data (top two processes of Figure CI), two generic 
illustrations are given here, the first in which the components are found to have a snorter 
meanlife than expected, and the second in which the components have a longer meanlife. 
Actual forms of failure rate and distribution functions depend upon specific components and 
environments. 
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Figure C2. Data from component degradation instrumentation are extrapolated to ; 
predict time of component failure. 

C.2.1. Component Condition Data and Failure Probability Distributions 

In the first example, initial failure data for plant primary system components of Type 1 are 
based on histories often components in similar facilities. These failed at the rates shown by the 
normalized frequency function, f, in Figure C3a, left scale. Integration of the failure frequency 
provides the initial probability distribution, D, that a component will fail at a time less man t 
(Figure C3a, right scale). From this curve, the expected mean-time-to-failure (D = 0.5) is 6.4 
time-units. 

Using probability distributions for all components of interest, the facility management 
determines from PRA analyses (described below) that the limit probability of failure for Type 1 
components is to be D=0.6, and hence from Figure C3a the initial maintenance schedule calls 
for the components to be replaced after 6.8 operating time-units. 

Subsequently, each time a Type 1 component fails, it is added to the failure function. Figure 
C3b shows the operational evolution of this function. The curve labeled "10 comp" is the initial 
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frequency distribution for 10 components in similar environments; the curve labeled "10+1 
comp" is after one in-plant component failure; "10+7 comp" is the distribution after 7 in-plant 
failures, etc. The peak of the frequency function gradually shifts to the left over time, indicating 
that the actual operating life of Type 1 components in this plant is shorter than expected. The 
resulting shift in probability distribution is shown in Figure C3c. If the facility management is to 
limit probability of failure to D=0.6 for safety and availability purposes, then the evolving 
failure history systematically reduces the replacement schedule from 6.8 time-units to 5.5. If the 
half-life is short, the evolution should occur quickly. At the other extreme, if the halflife is long, 
the evolution may still be in progress when the plant reaches end-of-life. 

In this example actual component failures are given equal weight with the initial components in 
generating the evolving failure frequency function. Transition to the operating data can be 
accelerated by reducing the weighting of the original failure data as the actual data are folded 
in. 

In the second example, the postulated primary system Type 2 component has a probability 
distribution function initially based on failure rates of six components in a similar environment 
(Figure C4a). The expected meanlife is 5.2 time-units. On the basis of PRA analysis, the facility 
management determines that the failure probability of these components will be limited to 
D=0.65, indicating an initial replacement schedule of 6 time-units. 

After the plant begins operation, no in-plant failures of these components occur during the first 
6 time-units, suggesting that the component meanlife may be longer man expected. The 
methodology allows the maintenance schedule to learn the longer meanlife. As a component 
ages, it will in general move up its probability of failure curve until the risk limit is reached. The 
component then is replaced. This defined "failure" is greater than the initial halflife. Adding it 
into the failure distribution will translate the failure probability to the right, as in Figure C4c, 
and contribute to learning the longer meanlife. To the extent that subsequent failures repeat this 
sequence the learned meanlife will grow until it stabilizes at the actual meanlife. 
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Figure C3. Failure frequency and probability distribution when meanlife of components in plant 
proves to be shorter than expected, (a) Initial data from 10 similar components in other 
facilities, (b) Evolving failure frequency as in-plant components fail; "10+i" indicates 10 
original components plus i actual in-plant failures, (c) Evolution of failure probability 
distribution. 
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Figure C4. Failure frequency and probability distribution when meanlife of components in plant 
proves to be longer than expected, (a) Initial data from 6 similar components in other facilities, 
(b) Evolving failure frequency as in-plant components fail; "6+i" indicates 6 original 
components plus i actual in-plant failures, (c) Evolution of failure probability distribution. 
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C.2.2. Probabilistic Risk Analysis 

The PRA is used interactively in this methodology, and the presumption is that it is codified and 
implemented on a computer as a user friendly tool for systems analysis. Individual components 
have finite lifetimes and as they climb their probability of failure curves, they contribute 
progressively more to total risk. The imposed D limits (and replacement times) determine the 
maximum contribution to plant risk. An approach to establishing an agenda of component risk 
limits is to use the initial PRA to determine a preferred distribution of component limits which 
sums to the plant limit. This allows the facility manager flexibility to consider other factors such 
as component replacement cost. If components 1 and 2 contribute similar risks, but 1 costs 
much more than 2, the manager may schedule a higher risk limit (and longer operating life) for 
1 and a compensating lower risk for 2. Table CI summarizes a brief example of apportionment 
of risk limits. 

Table CI. Dual PRA 

System/Components Apportioned risk* limit (per year) 

Safety (6 Sa) Availability (6 AJ 

Primary Coolant System 
Component 1 0.6 x 10'7 1.5 x 10"2 

Component 2 0.4 xlO"7 0.5 xlO"2 

Control Rod System 
Component 3 0.7 x 10"8 2.9 x 10"3 

Component 4 0.3 x 10"8 1.1x10 •3 

Secondary Coolant System 
Components 0.7 xlO"8 2.9 xlO"2 

Component 6 0.3 x 10"8 1.1 x 10'2 

Component 7 1.0 x 10-8 2.4 x 10"2 

Plant total risk S = 1.3 x 10 7 A = 8.8xl0' 2 

'Risk definitions: 
Safety (S): risk of serious accident, e.g., core damage. 
Availability (A): risk of plant being unavailable when it is supposed to be available. 

If a component contributes independently to risk, its failure limit D a associated with its 
apportioned risk contribution limit 5Sa is obtained by evaluating the PRA at selected points 
along the component D curve and interpolating to find D a (Figure C5). This procedure can be 
done either interactively or by a suitable automation algorithm. 

If component risks are interdependent, e.g., the risk of one is a function of whether others fail 
simultaneously, then risk apportionment must be made with cognizance of these dependencies 
to assure that maximum S and A are not violated by coincident failures (e.g., common cause 
failures). 
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In the above apportionment example the conservative, simplifying assumption was made that 
all components may approach their risk limits at the same time, i.e. the apportionment was 
made on the basis of peak component risks summing to the plant S and A limits. More complex 
apportionment algorithms may take advantage of components being at relatively different 
points on their curves at any point in time. For instance, if a component with major replacement 
cost, say component 4, is approaching its initially assigned limit, and if the plant total risks, S 
and A, are currently sufficiently below limits, the facility manager may decide to raise the limit 
of component 4 and extend its life until total risks S and/or A reach limits, or until other 
relevant criterion are met. Dynamically raising component 4's limit requires 

5Aa 

3, A OS, 

5S 3 

6S, 

0 D, Da D2 1 
component Failure Probability Distribution D 

Figure C5. Using PRA to find a component failure probability limit Da. 

periodically rerunning the PRA to monitor the status of S and A. Such monitoring may not be 
needed under the conservative assumption. 

C.2.3. Safety- and Availability-Based Maintenance Schedule 

The preceding use of PRA analysis and failure probability curves provides safety- and 
availability-based times before which each component must be serviced, referred to as the 
"replace/do-before-date." Figure C6 shows the hypothetical resulting safety/availability required 
schedule, labeled "S/A Req," for components 1, 2 and 3 of Table 1. Time 0 is current time, so 
maintenance schedules march toward the left with time. The symbols |<- # - >| indicate 
component ID number and service time duration. 

T i m e : 0 1 2 3 4 5 

S/A R e q : | < _ 1 - > | !<2> | I < - 3 - > I 

Figure C6. The required safety/availability schedule for components 1, 2 and 3. 

( s i m i l a r l y for A) 
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C.2.4. Folding in User Demand; The Adaptive Maintenance Schedule 

The preceding established the times before which maintenance operations must be performed. 
The schedule has flexibility in that maintenance may be performed earlier in order to meet other 
objectives. Here the additional objective is to satisfy user demand to the extent feasible and 
justifiable, at the discretion of the facility manager. 

The basis of folding in user demand without violating S and A limits is interactive use of the 
PRA to explore alternatives. Figure C7 is an illustration. The line labeled U-D indicates user A 
and B "demands" on the facility. The "S/A Req" and "U-D" schedules are in conflict. 

S/A R e q : |< - 1 - > | l < 2 > | | < - 3 - > | 

U-D: |< A > | | < B > | 

Op t 1 : |< - 1 - > | A | <2> | - | < B > | l< - 3 - > | 

O p t 2 | < - 1 - > | < 2 > | < A > | — |< B > | | < - 3 - > | 

Op t 3 | < - 1 - > | < A > | |< B > | < 2 > | < - 3 - > | 

Figure C7. Development of the adaptive schedule for maintenance of components 1, 2 and 3 
and service of users A and B. 

The three lines labeled "Opt #" indicates options or alternative ways of blending the 
safety/availability/user requirements, depending upon the facility manager's definition of needs 
and on interactive PRA quantification of the impact of the various alternatives on the values of 
S and A. In option 1 maintenance item 2 is in conflict with user B and item 2 is advanced in 
time to fit between user A and B demands. Because new component 2 begins life on the low 
end of its failure probability distribution, the values of total plant safety and availability risks, S 
and A, should decrease. 

In option 2, the facility manager decides to let user B's schedule slip slightly in order to do 
maintenance items 1 and 2 during a single shutdown prior to user B. Again S and A decline. 

In option 3, the facility manager notes that advancing item 1 in time to place it ahead of user A 
inherently reduces the total S and A. Using the PRA he checks the possibility of delaying item 2 
until after user B. The combination of accelerating items 1 and 2 and delaying item 3 is 
calculated (in the PRA) to produce net changes in S and A below the limits. Thus with Option 
3, both users are satisfied and the number of times the plant must be shut down for 
maintenance is reduced from 3 to 2. This is regarded as the optimum safety/availability/user-
demand maintenance schedule. 
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C.3. FUTURE RESEARCH 

Further research on the proposed methodology should include the use of computer simulation 
for a more detailed pilot study. The first major portion of this study should be implementation 
of a computerized PRA of an existing or proposed facility (e.g., Advanced Neutron Source 
reactor). PRAs are commonly part of the preliminary safety analysis of nuclear facilities and 
could be the basis for a computerized adaptation. 

The second major portion of the study should use computer simulation to generate an operating 
history, component degradation and failure, and user demand for the facility to which the PRA 
applies. 

The interactive PRA and simulated operating history would then provide the framework for 
investigating details of the proposed methodology and provide a firmer basis for assessing its 
practicality. 
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